A Message from our President

Life-Assist has been supporting First Responders since 1977. This year, we are proud to celebrate 45 years of providing EMS supplies and equipment to those that administer life-saving care and treatment.

We pride ourselves on offering a unique customer experience in this age of automated phone systems and outsourced call centers. When you call us, you will always talk to a friendly, knowledgeable member of our Customer Care Team.

Life-Assist recently became an employee-owned company. This means that our employees share in our passion for Helping Heroes Save Lives and have a vested interest in making your experience special.

We invite you to experience the Life-Assist difference and look forward to the opportunity to serve you.

Bryan Holliday
President/CEO

Free Shipping
Orders over $100 ship for free to anywhere in the contiguous 48 states.

Same Day Shipping
Place an order by 4pm local time (Monday-Friday, excluding holidays) and it ships the same day.

Quality Products at Competitive Prices
We carry quality products that have proven themselves viable and rugged enough for the demands of EMS professionals. We are one of the largest distributors of EMS products in the U.S. and pass on our buying power by offering very competitive prices.

Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff
When you call us at 1-800-824-6016 during business hours (6:30am-5pm PST Monday-Friday, excluding holidays), you will never be greeted by an automated phone system. Instead, you will be able to speak with one of our trained and knowledgeable Customer Care Specialists.

Fast, Simple, Secure Online Ordering
Our full-service website makes it easy for you to order the supplies and equipment you need. If you have a question while using our site, we have a live online chat to provide you answers instantly.

Thousands of Products In-Stock
Most items are in-stock and available for immediate delivery. If you cannot find something you are looking for, please give us a call at 1-800-824-6016, we would love to help you find what you need.

Customer Satisfaction is Our Primary Goal
If we can improve, let us know. We’ve built our company around the goal of exceeding your expectations.

Great customer service every time I contact them. One of my favorite companies to work with.”
- Arika C., Harrisonburg Rescue Squad, VA

Life-Assist is simply the best for one reason and one reason only, their people...Thank you for all that you do.”
- Dinh L., Event Medical Solutions Unlimited, CA

Your folks are my new best friends, I have NEVER received a professional response that is as good as you folks...You WILL continue to receive our business.”
- Volunteer Curt O., Centennial Valley Vol. FD/EMS, WY

You are the only business that I trust to deliver prompt and professional delivery of our products...You WILL continue to receive our business.”
- Susan M., Orange County Fire Authority, CA

Everyone at Life-Assist is so helpful!! They are always willing to go far and above what is expected!”
- Rena H., Olympic Ambulance, WA

Great service, Great selection. Couldn’t be more pleased with Life-Assist.”
- Gene C., Belt Ambulance, MT

Life-Assist has consistently been the “can do” company with employees who go the extra yard to get the job done...”
- Gretchen S., East Boise County Ambulance, ID

Dear Life-Assist Team, thank you for always going above and beyond for us! We recognize how very special the Life-Assist organization is, and you WOW us often! Every call, every request, every shipment is delivered promptly and professionally. We thank you for your continued commitment in helping heroes save lives.”
- Mercy Flights, Medford, OR

Things are going great! Our experience with you all has been wonderful. Appreciate the quick turn around on orders and the excellent service.”
- Corissa W., Meade County EMS, KY

FAST response, other folks must wonder why you guys are so good. It is evident I say. Love the follow-up and follow-through.”
- Tim D., Sacramento Area Sewer District, CA

I wanted to thank you for the great customer service, product selection, pricing, and fast shipping that you provide...”
- Kirk S., CA State Parks-Ocotillo Wells SVRA, CA

You were so very responsive and got me the information I needed on the spot!”
- Emma, MEC, MI

The employees at Life-Assist are always extremely helpful, quick, and pleasant to deal with...Thank you to all the staff for your continued support and kindness.”
- Travis F., Upland Fire Department, CA

I have had excellent service and delivery of products from Life-Assist. I have recommended them to all my directors in this area...”
- Michael G., El Campo EMS, TX
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Airway & Oxygenation

i-gel O2 Resus Pack
Made from a medical grade thermoplastic elastomer, i-gel is designed to create a non-inflatable, anatomical seal of the pharyngeal, laryngeal, and periaryngeal structures, while avoiding compression trauma.
- Reduced trauma
- Superior seal pressure
- Gastric access

King LTS-D Airway Kit
This disposable, simple to use alternative airway device provides superior patient ventilation.
- Seals in esophagus and oropharynx to provide positive pressure ventilation
- Single inflation port
- Color-coded full range of sizes

S-Guide Intubation Guide
S-Guide aids intubation in difficult airway management situations, making orotracheal intubation easier.
- Malleable to adapt to video laryngoscopes with non-channeled blades
- Openings in O2 connectors provide oxygenation throughout the intubation process, even when S-Guide is bent
- Soft colored tip for better visualization in glottic structures and size coding

SunMed Air-Q3 Intubating Laryngeal Airway
The all-silicone, advanced Air-Q3 laryngeal airway helps deliver safety and confidence in airway management. The unique ET tube ramp and epiglottis elevator in the Air-Q3 assist with fast, easy and safe intubations.

Laerdal Compact Suction Unit 4 (LCSU 4)
With a suction range from 50 to 550 mmHg, the LCSU 4 can be adjusted for use in the most challenging situations, whether it be for a newborn or an adult, always ensuring the right amount of power.
- Compact, powerful, reliable
- Combines rugged design with lightweight portability
- Essential tool for every first responder

Sscor Quickdraw #2403 Handheld Aspirator
No need to manually pump with this compact unit weighing 3 lbs, making it easier to control the catheter tip and clear the airway.
- Fits in an airway bag and can be readily transported to the patient’s side on every call
- The short, wide fluid path enables Quickdraw to evacuate thick, tough fluids quickly
- Includes a handle, canister, alkaline batteries, and ‘AAA’ battery holder

BriteView Color-Coded Laryngoscopes
The one piece stainless steel construction from blade tip to heel attachment provides rigid, reliable support.
- High visibility color-code system provides instant size recognition
- Easy open tear seal package with large size and type designation
- Ball-bearing heel connection

SunMed Air-Q3 Intubating Laryngeal Airway Benefits
- Uses positive pressure ventilation to self-pressurize the cuff
- Removable color-coded connector for easy size identification also enables insertion of endotracheal tube through the Air-Q3
- Medical grade silicon cuff with built up mask heel for improved seal
- Anatomically curved with integrated bite block
Infinium ClearVue VL3D Video Laryngoscope
This laryngoscope adopts state-of-the-art image technology and possesses the advantage of a 2.0 megapixel fullview camera with high-resolution monitor that provides a detailed view of the glottis, enabling clinicians first attempt success, while minimizing the chance of complications during the intubation process.
- Rigid steel chassis construction
- Blade sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 available
- Low cost disposable blades

Ambu King Vision aBlade Video Laryngoscope
The aBlade video laryngoscope provides a durable, portable and affordable solution that will maximize your chance of first-attempt success and minimize time-to-intubate.
The aBlade video laryngoscope kit includes:
- 1 vision display
- 1 adult video adapter
- AAA batteries
- 4 channeled aBlades
- 2 standard aBlades

i-view Video Laryngoscope
The fully disposable i-view video laryngoscope offers an integral LCD screen visible in a variety of lighting conditions.
- Macintosh blade allows i-view to be used for direct or video laryngoscopy
- Single use reduces the risk of cross infection and avoids reprocessing costs
- Great option for disaster caches with an unopened shelf of 5 years

Ambu Spur II Resuscitator
The medication port in the Ambu SPUR™ II resuscitator permits quick medication delivery without disconnecting the Ambu SPUR II from the ET tube.
- Integrated handle for user comfort and uniform compression
- Thin-walled compression bag allows for lung compliance and “feel”
- Now with EtCO2 sampling line in one package

Ambu® SPUR® II with EtCO2
Ambu pioneered the self-inflating resuscitator more than six decades ago—forever changing emergency medicine. Now Ambu has enhanced its SPUR line with Ambu® SPUR® II with EtCO2.
Our new technology adds a gas sampling line to the M-port of the resuscitator, enabling capnography, driving caregiver compliance and eliminating searches for separate interfaces or attachments.
When it comes to saving lives, shaving seconds changes everything.
For more information, visit https://www.life-assist.com/ambuspur

Item # LY3000
Item # KVLABKIT3
Item # LY8000
Item # OMS52101

Free Shipping on orders over $100 within the Continental U.S.
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SunMed Greenline Fiber Optic Laryngoscopes
These fiber optic laryngoscopes answer the professional’s request for a non-plastic disposable product.
- Made of surgical stainless steel
- Polished acrylic stem produces exceptional lumination
- Used with reusable Green system fiber optic handle

Item # LY853

SunMed RescuMed Manual Resuscitator
The RescuMed comes with a standard bacterial/viral filter to help prevent the spread of potentially infectious expiration content.
- Bacterial/viral filter 99.99% effective at filtering COVID-19, SARS, Ebola, Flu
- Integrated color-coded pressure manometer effectively promotes proper pressure delivery (<20cmH2O)
- Pre-attached bacterial/viral filter and mask means no assembly required; grab and go

Item # OM5510

Mercury CPR and CPR-2 Resuscitators
The CPR-2 resuscitators, manufactured with a special thermoplastic bag material, provide a superior lung compliance “feel” with exceptional responsiveness.
- Optional LiteSaver: a disposable, color-coded manometer with integrated timing light (blinks every 6 sec/10 breaths per min)
- Latex-free

Item # OM56004

AerosoLess Filtered Nebulizer Safety Masks
These masks offer high efficacy filters designed to prevent exhaled pathogens from endangering first responders.
- FDA listed Class I mask
- Low airflow resistance viral/bacterial exhalation filters
- Non-rebreather options available

Item # OM2765N

Air-Q®3 Intubating Laryngeal Airway

Helps deliver safety and confidence in airway management, no matter what airway challenges you face.

Air-Q®3
Provides exceptional ease of ETT placement when unexpected intubation is required.

Air-Q®3p3
Uses positive pressure ventilation to self-pressure the cuff. Cuff pressures cycle between peak airway pressure and PEEP levels.

Air-Q®3G
Features an extra-wide gastric inlet that accommodates NG tubes up to 18 fr and two-gas channel.

Air-Q®3p3G
Uses positive pressure ventilation to self-pressure the cuff. Cuff pressures cycle between peak airway pressure and PEEP levels. Features a self-inflating cuff with an extra-wide gastric inlet that accommodates NG tubes up to 18 fr and two-gas channel.

Our unique intubating laryngeal airway includes an epiglottis elevator and raised heel to optimize airway placement and seal.

Built-up nasal hood for improved seal
Epiglottis elevator
ET tube rope helps facilitate intubation and elevates the endotracheal tube toward the laryngeal inlet

Available in 8 sizes including neonatal sizes
Pulmodyne Naso-Flo Nasopharyngeal Airway Devices
This single-use disposable device with a patented design includes an O2 port and integrated capnography line.
- Manufactured from soft silicone reducing trauma risk during insertion
- Color-coded connectors to aid correct size selection
- Delivers oxygen directly into pharynx, reducing anatomical dead space

Pulmodyne Control Cric Cricothyrotomy
This quick and controlled cricothyrotomy has been created to perform a cricothyrotomy in under 2 minutes and is packaged to simplify the procedure.
- Reliable and Intuitive device with three step compact solution
- Integrated sliding tracheal hook
- Integrated stylette

Pulmodyne GO-PAP CPAP System w/Optional Nebulizer
The GO-PAP is a completely disposable system that provides integrated nebulization without interrupting the delivered flow to patient.
- Runs at 10 LPM of oxygen and generates up to 90LPM of flow
- Includes 3 options for PEEP of 5, 7.5 and 10 cm H₂O
- Has an approximate 30% FiO₂

SAM ThoraSite
SAM ThoraSite is an anatomical landmark guide, designed to provide a safer approach to the pleural space by pinpointing the procedure site.
- Safety zone window that safely guides the user to the appropriate procedure site
- Bilateral application accommodating procedures on both the right and left side of the patient
- Axilla hook to insert into the patient’s axilla for device alignment between the anterior axillary line and the midaxillary line

Visit Life-Assist.com for more products, sizes and accessories.
Free Shipping! on orders over $100 within the Continental U.S.
https://www.life-assist.com/pulmodynesearch
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Pulmodyne VT Select Manual Resuscitator
The VT select BVM includes a timed release valve to help eliminate patient hyperventilation.
- Bag refill restricted to about 4.5 seconds to ensure proper amount of air provided
- 1200 mL bag volume to reduce risk of hyperventilation
- Optional PEEP valve, exhalation filter and manometer

Item # OM35594

Flotec InGage Oxygen Regulator
Flotec’s distinctive InGage regulator’s low profile and unique swivel body prevent damage seen to other traditional regulators protecting your investment.
- Innovative internal tank pressure gauge
- Dynamic, easy to use, finger tight post-valve seal
- Can be calibrated by user - no need for outside service

Item # OG8333

CDI Oxygen Regulator
Safety, reliability, and durability - this regulator is manufactured from brass and aluminum!
- To ensure safe operation, each regulator is equipped with an internal safety relief valve
- CGA870 connection with a BARB outlet and 2 DISS outlets
- 6-year warranty

Item # OG8725

Pulmodyne O2-Max Disposable CPAP Devices w/Neb
These CPAP devices are designed for treating a wide range of respiratory distress conditions. They are pre-assembled, allowing for quick deployment.
- NEW: Integrated filter and nebulization port now standard on all systems
- Delivery up to 140 lpm to patient
- 99.9998% bacterial/viral efficiency

Item # OC7556XNF-1

Reduce the risk of hyperinflation and barotrauma with the VT Select, manual resuscitator with a timed refill valve. When activated, the valve restricts the refill of the bag to ~4 seconds. This provides your patient ~10 BPM, helping eliminate hyperventilation of the patient.
- 1200cc Bag Volume
- 1-Hand Technique
- Timed Refill Delivery ~10BPM

Optional PEEP valve, filter, and dial manometer

Select Valve Positions
STANDARD
ACTIVATED

https://www.life-assist.com/pulmodynevselect
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**Flow-Safe II EZ CPAP with Nebulization**
The Flow-Safe II EZ CPAP uses over 50% less oxygen while delivering high FiO2, saving resources and providing a major advantage on long transports.
- Built-in manometer and pressure relief valve
- Lightweight contoured mask and elastic head harness provide a better seal and comfort
- Clinicians can administer meds through the integrated EZflow Max Nebulizer

**Flow-Safe II+ BiLevel CPAP System**
This lightweight, disposable device with integrated manometer allows for easy CPAP or Bilevel CPAP therapy set up and delivery during transport.
- BiLevel/CPAP switch allows clinician to provide in either therapy mode
- EPAP dial for clinicians to set EPAP pressure in BiLevel mode
- CPAP system conserves oxygen while maintaining high FiO2 delivery

**O-Two e700 Automatic Transport Ventilator**
The electronically controlled, pneumatically powered e700 ventilators provide a range of ventilation solutions for all types of patient requirements.
- Easily changeable, long lasting (18-hour) battery pack
- Display lighting with both day and night modes for easy visualization of ventilator settings in any ambient light conditions
- Continuous parameter monitoring and self adjustment

**Pneupac paraPAC Plus Ventilator**
The paraPAC plus gives you the versatility to deliver mechanical ventilation, demand and free flow oxygen therapy and CPAP all from one compact, lightweight unit.
- Integrated PEEP function
- Built-in oxygen therapy facility
- DEMAND or SMMV function allowing the patient to breathe with the ventilator

**Defibtech Lifeline ARM Compression Device**
The Lifeline ARM, with its intuitive user interface and automated operation, ensures effective CPR with compression depth and rate as recommended in current AHA/ERC guidelines.
- Comprised of state-of-the-art Compression Module paried with a specially designed frame
- Innovative custom piston and brushless DC motor
- Smart, software driven, motor control algorithm ensures compression depth and rate

**Defibtech Lifeline ARM Tactical Case**
Defibtech’s new optional tactical carry case provides a smaller footprint for easier storage while allowing easy access to charging input jack.
- Made with infection control wipeable material
- Additional pocket storage space for extra accessories
- Clear window provides visibility to battery status

Item # OC1057318
Item # OC1057401
Item # OTWO_01EVE700
Item # SMIT_P310NUS
Item # ED4000
Item # ED1105

---

**Visit** Life-Assist.com for more products, sizes and accessories.
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**MedSource Manual Suction Pump**
The Manual Suction Pump is a light portable manual suction unit that can be powered by one hand, allowing the other to be free for other tasks.
- Easy to operate
- Simple maintenance
- Built-in overflow protection

**Allied Transport Ventilator AHP300**
With its broad featured capability and enhanced ease of use, the Allied Transport Ventilator offers value-added features for intra-hospital and inter-hospital transport.
- Invasive and non-invasive support for infant (5kg and up) to adult patients with flexible array of ventilation options
- Pressure Control/Volume Control ventilation, SIMV/Assist Control spontaneous breath support and stand-alone CPAP/BiLevel support
- Quick start ventilation - featuring programmable presets

**Flexicare Veoflo High Flow Nasal Cannulas**
Veoflo’s high flow nasal cannulas are engineered with a wider diameter allowing for customization of oxygen concentration at higher flow rates.
- Universal connector compatible with most heated wire breathing circuits
- Soft silicone nasal prongs for added patient comfort
- Split design head strap for secure fit

**Go2Vent**
The GO2VENT is Vortan’s newest single patient use disposable ventilator and provides “hands free” support in conjunction with a secure airway and continuous gas source.
- Easy set up labeling
- Operates on compressor, oxygen or air tank with a minimum of 10 liters per minute flow rates
- Optional PEEP valve available

**Laerdal Thomas Select Tube Holder**
This holder features a large opening combined with a push-screw mechanism specially designed to secure a wide range of advanced airways.
- Larger opening accommodates the wide range of airway tubes on the market
- Push-screw mechanism for main adjustment means no need to screw fully to tighten tube, saving time
- Convenient unlock button for quick tube clamp release

**FLOTEC Mass Casualty Assembly**
This assembly provides 50 feet of tubing with 6 flow meters spaced evenly to allow for easy patient treatment.
- Maximum on-site flexibility for triage situations
- Great option for firefighter rehab
- Includes CGA540 pressure reducing regulator for attachment to large volume cylinder

**SunMed VentFlo Capnography Benefits**
- Soft-Ears material ensures patient comfort, even during prolonged use
- Scoop design helps capture exhaled CO2 from mouth breathing patients
- Microbialhydrophobic filter minimizes moisture ingress into monitor at the sampling port
- 3-Channel tubing prevents kinking

**SunMed VentFLO Capnography**
SunMed’s VentFLO ETCO2/O2 sampling cannulas capture the exhaled CO2 while simultaneously delivering oxygen.
Its orange reflective style connector is compatible with Microstream technology.

**Item #**
P05100 ETCO2 Sampling Line w/ Airway Adapter
P05707 ETCO2/O2 Oral/Nasal Cannula, Adult 7’
P05210 ETCO2/O2 Nasal Cannula, Pedi 10’
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**OLAES Modular Bandage**
The newest generation of OLAES Modular Bandage provides advantages for all levels of care providers.
- Gauze (3 meters) with pressure bar that can also act as an eye cup
- Removable occlusive plastic sheet behind the dressing pad
- Velcro “Control” strips prevent elastic roll from accidentally unraveling

**H’VENT Vented Chest Seal**
This unique multi-directional vented dressing allows fluids to “drain towards gravity” with six ports that help prevent occlusion.
- Unique dome membrane design creates a complete seal around the wound area, reducing the risk of air or fluid finding alternate paths
- Large vent openings allow for visual monitoring of wound with design giving a quick indication of air or fluid leaving the chest (billows up) or when the seal is in place (sucks down)

**SAM Chest Seal**
SAM Chest Seal is engineered to treat, seal, and reseal open chest wounds under most circumstances. It sticks relentlessly through extreme heat or cold, no matter the elements.
- Sterile 9.2” x 7.6” chest seal made in USA
- Tabs facilitate removal of adhesive (dressing)
- Creates an occlusive seal (non-vented)
- Lowest profile of any vented chest seal and easy to fold

**QuikClot EMS Starter Pack**
The Starter Pack provides the tools you need to help promote faster bleeding control on bleeding injuries such as Smaller Surface (Nuisance) Bleedings, Deeper and/Large Surface Bleedings, to Massive Hemorrhage Penetrating Wound Bleedings encountered in the field.
- Qty. (5) QuikClot EMS 4x4 Dressings
- Qty. (1) QuikClot EMS Rolled Gauzei
- Qty. (1) QuikClot Combat Gauze LE

**C-A-T Combat Application Tourniquet**
Tests concluded that the C-A-T true one-handed tourniquet completely occluded blood flow of an extremity in the event of a traumatic wound with significant hemorrhage.
Generation 7 enhancements:
- Single routing buckle
- Windlass securing strap/time stamp
- Stabilization bar

**OLAES Modular Bandage**
The newest generation of OLAES Modular Bandage provides advantages for all levels of care providers.
- Gauze (3 meters) with pressure bar that can also act as an eye cup
- Removable occlusive plastic sheet behind the dressing pad
- Velcro “Control” strips prevent elastic roll from accidentally unraveling

**H’VENT Vented Chest Seal**
This unique multi-directional vented dressing allows fluids to “drain towards gravity” with six ports that help prevent occlusion.
- Unique dome membrane design creates a complete seal around the wound area, reducing the risk of air or fluid finding alternate paths
- Large vent openings allow for visual monitoring of wound with design giving a quick indication of air or fluid leaving the chest (billows up) or when the seal is in place (sucks down)
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SAM Chest Seal is engineered to treat, seal, and reseal open chest wounds under most circumstances. It sticks relentlessly through extreme heat or cold, no matter the elements.
- Sterile 9.2” x 7.6” chest seal made in USA
- Tabs facilitate removal of adhesive (dressing)
- Creates an occlusive seal (non-vented)
- Lowest profile of any vented chest seal and easy to fold

**QuikClot EMS Starter Pack**
The Starter Pack provides the tools you need to help promote faster bleeding control on bleeding injuries such as Smaller Surface (Nuisance) Bleedings, Deeper and/Large Surface Bleedings, to Massive Hemorrhage Penetrating Wound Bleedings encountered in the field.
- Qty. (5) QuikClot EMS 4x4 Dressings
- Qty. (1) QuikClot EMS Rolled Gauzei
- Qty. (1) QuikClot Combat Gauze LE
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Tests concluded that the C-A-T true one-handed tourniquet completely occluded blood flow of an extremity in the event of a traumatic wound with significant hemorrhage.
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The newest generation of OLAES Modular Bandage provides advantages for all levels of care providers.
- Gauze (3 meters) with pressure bar that can also act as an eye cup
- Removable occlusive plastic sheet behind the dressing pad
- Velcro “Control” strips prevent elastic roll from accidentally unraveling

**H’VENT Vented Chest Seal**
This unique multi-directional vented dressing allows fluids to “drain towards gravity” with six ports that help prevent occlusion.
- Unique dome membrane design creates a complete seal around the wound area, reducing the risk of air or fluid finding alternate paths
- Large vent openings allow for visual monitoring of wound with design giving a quick indication of air or fluid leaving the chest (billows up) or when the seal is in place (sucks down)
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The Starter Pack provides the tools you need to help promote faster bleeding control on bleeding injuries such as Smaller Surface (Nuisance) Bleedings, Deeper and/Large Surface Bleedings, to Massive Hemorrhage Penetrating Wound Bleedings encountered in the field.
- Qty. (5) QuikClot EMS 4x4 Dressings
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Dukal Emergency Pressure Dressing
This convenient, all-in-one dressing is specifically designed for high absorption and maximum compression.
- Expandable non-stick wound pad
- Second roll can be removed if less pressure is desired
- Not made with natural rubber latex

Item # BA1950

Dukal Cohesive Bandages
An excellent product when additional support is needed. This durable self-adhesive wrap is well suited for use in a variety of applications.
- Provide consistent support and maintain compression
- Lightweight, porous and conforms well with movement
- Can be torn easily by hand, no scissors needed

Item # BE8026C

TECNU Poison Oak-N-Ivy Brand Cleansers
These outdoor cleansers have been specially designed to remove rash-causing oil (urushiol) from the skin (and other items) after exposure to poison ivy, poison oak, and poison sumac plants. Available in Original and Extreme Scrub formulas.
- Can also be used to keep oil or residue from spreading
- Most effective when used within 8 hours after exposure
- New Detox Wipe Original Formula Version in individually wrapped packages for more effective oil removal on the go

Item # AL130

XSHEAR Heavy Duty Trauma Shears
The XSHEAR is a revolutionary new heavy duty trauma shear featuring:
- Hardened stainless steel blades twice as thick as most trauma shears, sharpened to razor edge
- Patented blunt tip and curved design for gentler edge near skin
- Soft touch inner handles for comfort and slip resistance

Item # IN50188

Stand Ready With Dukal’s EMS Solutions
As a leader in the development and manufacturing of medical products, Dukal is a trusted partner for when it matters most.

Our extensive line of trauma and first-aid products deliver economically valuable solutions to the everyday demands experienced by EMS professionals.

Emergency Pressure Dressing, Sterile
This emergency pressure dressing is an all-in-one solution, specifically designed with a highly absorbent pad that offers maximum compression when held in place with the attached bandage roll.
- Convenient, all-in-one dressing
- Specifically designed for high absorption and maximum compression
- Second roll can be removed if less pressure is desired

ITEM 1050, 1/ PK, 50 PK/CS

Disposab e Blankets & Covers  Burn Care  Tourniquets
Hot & Cold Therapy  Specialty Dressings
## Medical Gloves & Infection Control

### MIDKINIGHT Nitrile Gloves
These gloves offer a non-foaming, fully textured design ideal for work in wet environments.
- Fentanyl Protection
- Medical Exam Grade
- Compliant with US Food Contact Regulations

Item # GL296

### Purple Nitrile Gloves
Halyard Purple Nitrile Exam gloves are manufactured to provide advanced barrier protection from bacteria, viruses, and chemicals.
- Fentanyl Protection
- Textured fingertips
- Tested for use with chemotherapy

Item # GL55080XS

### SUPRENO SE Nitrile Gloves
The sturdy design of these gloves has been tested for fentanyl protection, is antistatic and contains textured fingertips to allow for added grip in wet conditions.
- Fentanyl Protection
- Food Contact Approved
- Powder-free with Latex (type1) allergy prevention

Item # GL690

### LifeStar EC Nitrile Gloves
This extended-cuff nitrile glove offers a unique dual-color design for added protection and easy identification of rips and tears.
- Fentanyl Protection
- NFPA 1999 Certified
- Made from non-stick material that resists tape and adhesives

Item # GL0104

### IHC NitriDerm Ultra Orange Nitrile Gloves
The textured finish of these gloves provides improved grip in wet conditions while the bright orange color provides added visibility in low-light situations.
- Fentanyl Protection
- NFPA 1999 Certified
- Powder-free, non-latex with a textured finish

Item # GL199

### Hygenall Full-Spectrum Cleaners
Hygenall’s licensed patents and patent pending technologies incorporate the use of cationic surfactants for cancer causing metal removal, which works through electrostatic displacement and then washes away metals along with soot, grime, germs and chemicals including drug residue such as Fentanyl.
- Removes heavy metals such as Cadmium, Chromium, Lead, Arsenic, Mercury, Zinc, Nickel and other metals and oxides from skin, including nuclear metals
- Hygenall products never contain Latex, Parabens, or Betains

### AlphaTec 2000Ts Plus Protective Coverall
AlphaTec 2000 Ts PLUS - Model 111 is a breathable microporous protective coverall providing CE Category III (Type 4/5/6) level protection.
- Proven protective barrier to low concentration liquid chemicals, liquid & particulate biological hazards
- Coverall, 3-piece hood, single zipper with re-sealable storm flap, thumb loops and chin strap
- Anti-static, tested according to EN 1149-5

Item # IC817023

### Custom Personal Protection Kit
This Custom Personal Protection Kit includes the following, packaged in a vacuum-sealed bag:
- Sani-Hands ALC Antimicrobial Towelette
- Pair of Supreno EC Nitrile Exam Gloves, large size
- P2 Impervious Isolation Gown, universal size
- Face Mask with Eye Shield
- 23 x 23 in Biohazard Bag, 1.5 mil, 7-10 gallon

Item # KT94110
Opioid Personal Protection Kit
The opioid personal protection kit contains:
- 1 pair nitrile exam gloves, large
- 1 ea biohazard bag
- 1 ea N95 mask
- 1 ea Sani-Hands wipe, 1 ea Sani-Cloth, XL
- 1 ea protective gown
- 1 ea safety glasses, 1 ea eyeglass cleaner

Item # ID20000

CaviWipes 2.0 Surface Disinfectant Wipes
New CaviWipes 2.0 surface disinfectant wipes are optimized to meet more rigorous infection prevention and control demands.
- 2-minute universal contact time for bacteria, viruses and pathogenic fungi
- Compatible with hard, non-porous surfaces
- Effective against 43 pathogens including SARS-CoV-2, Norovirus and Candida auris

Item # AL5211

Super Sani-Cloth Germicidal Disposable Wipe
Effective against 30 microorganisms in 2 minutes, these wipes are ideal for daily use in fast-paced environments that require short contact times and broad coverage of microorganisms.
- Eliminates Herpes, Staph, HIV, even Salmonella, Tuberculosis and MRSA on hard surfaces
- Easy to use and disposable, no need for mixing, measuring and hazardous spraying
- Complies with all OSHA guidelines

Item # AL525

Microdot Minute Wipe
Microdot Minute Wipes are formulated to kill more than 25 microorganisms within one minute including: Norovirus, B Cepacia, RSV, Rhinovirus, Poliovirus, non-enveloped and enveloped viruses of all sizes; gram positive, gram negative, multi-drug resistant bacteria, including the bacteria responsible for the spread of Tuberculosis.
- Safe to use on vinyl mattresses
- Wipe dimensions 6 x 6.75 in

Item # AL60112

Sempermed SemperForce Blue Nitrile Gloves
These nitrile exam gloves offer comfortable and reliable protection in demanding environments and textured fingertips help ensure a confident grip during important procedures.
- Fentanyl Protection
- Tested for use with chemotherapy
- Meets FDA requirements for food handling

Item # GL1008

Micro-Touch Nitrile PINK Gloves
The Micro-Touch pink exam glove provides comfortable, reliable protection for standard patient examinations along with being tested for use with chemotherapy drugs.
- Manufactured without sulfur-based accelerants
- Portion of proceeds donated to the Breast Cancer Research Foundation
- Tested for use with chemotherapy drugs

Item # GL1300

Get to Know Us!
Customer Care Manager
Kortnie Silveira
Here at Life-Assist, we strive to deliver an exceptional customer experience that exceeds expectations. Our Customer Care manager, Kortnie Silveira, leads a team of friendly, knowledgeable Customer Care Specialists who embody exemplary service and a smile that many of our customers say you can feel through the phone.
Ambu Blue Sensor Electrodes
Ambu Blue Sensor electrodes feature a highly conductive wet gel, offset connector, superior adhesion, and a large measuring area to ensure an optimal signal during stress tests and monitoring applications.
- Comfortable foam backing makes the electrode easy to use and gentle on the skin
- Unique offset concept
- High quality Ag/AgCl sensor

3M Red Dot Repositionable Electrodes
Don’t replace an electrode when you can reposition it. 3M Red Dot Repositionable Electrodes can be repositioned once upon initial application.
- Save time, reduce waste, increase staff efficiency
- Smaller footprint, comfortable, conformable backing
- Higher trace quality

Heart Sync Multifunction Defib Pads
Used for defibrillation, pacing, cardioversion, and monitoring, Heart Sync multifunction electrodes come prepared for any clinical need or patient situation.
- Color coded, easy to open peel pouch
- Leads out packaging option for quick access
- 60-inch lead wire

Vermed EMS Wet Gel ECG Electrodes
Large size and aggressive adhesive ensure quick placement and fast, accurate readings.
- 2 ¼ in diameter provides large adhesive area
- High chloride wet gel provides fast clear traces
- 10 pack quantity for 12 Lead

Defibtech Lifeline View AED
The Lifeline View AED provides a large, full-color interactive display that gives step-by-step instructions for performing CPR, rescue breathing, and external defibrillation.
- Interactive display shows full, vibrant colors even under the brightest conditions
- Standard package includes View AED, 4-year battery, adult pads, operating guide, quick start card, and user manual
- Good for high noise environments

Philips HeartStart FRx AED
The rugged and reliable Philips FRx AED uses Quick Shock technology to minimize chest compression interruptions and is rescue ready right out of the box.
- Lightweight & easy to carry (3.5 lbs)
- Built-in daily self-test
- Simplify the rescue of a child with the infant/child key

Tempus ALS
The Tempus Pro monitor and Tempus LS Manual Defibrillator work together to create a powerful, reliable solution that empowers caregivers to focus on the patient, unburdened by their equipment.
- Advanced monitoring
- Upgradable platform
- Real-time medicine

Masimo Rad-57 Kit with SpCO
The Rad-57 kit helps first responders detect Carbon Monoxide (CO) poisoning on the scene in seconds!
- Continuous monitoring in a portable, handheld device
- Rugged and lightweight, ideal for field or hospital settings
- Low signal I.Q. indicator identifies conditions of low measurement confidence

Contact us for more information
Diagnostic

Nonin Onyx Vantage 9590 Finger Pulse Oximeter
The Onyx is the only finger pulse oximeter with scientifically proven accuracy in the most challenging cases, including patients with low perfusion or dark skin tones.
- Protected against dropping and water spills; allows for thousands of uses in the most demanding environments
- Up to 6,000 spot checks or 36 hours of continual operation on two “AAA” batteries
- Industry leading 4-year warranty

SalterSTAT Orange Capnography
Salter provides the signal you need - anytime, anywhere.
- Designed to perform in Reflective Connector systems
- Divided cannulas for True ETCO2 Sampling and Effective O2 at higher LPM rates

Nomoline-O Capnography
The single-twist luer connector added to Nomoline’s “no moisture” sampling technology delivers out-of-the-box compatibility with existing compatible third-party capnography devices.
- Split-flow cannula design reduces gas mixing, making ETCO2 measurements more accurate
- Patented moisture wicking technology ensures accurate gas measurements
- Hydrophobic bacterial filter prevents contamination of the gas analyzer and extends life of module

Philips Lumify Portable Ultrasound
With Lumify, high-quality portable ultrasound is available almost anywhere. Meet patients at the point-of-care, make a faster diagnosis, and deliver care whenever it’s needed.
- One Critical Care Probe for Pre-hospital Critical Care Exams: cardiac, lung, RUSH/eFAST, abdominal, pelvic
- Works with your compatible smart device, giving you an incredible ultrasound system on top of the device’s full functionality
- HIPPA compliance and data encryption

3M Littmann CORE Digital Stethoscope
This stethoscope features the outstanding acoustics, comfort and quality of a Littmann cardiology-grade stethoscope enhanced by powerful digital technology.
- Up to 40x amplification (at peak frequency, vs. analog mode)
- Active noise cancellation reduces unwanted background sounds
- FDA-cleared and HIPAA compliant

Fora Test N GO Advance Pro Meter
Gold advance strip technology in this meter allows for both capillary and venous blood samples.
- LCD backlight & strip indication light
- 5 second blood glucose reaction time
- Approved for multiple patient use

Item # PO9590
Item # US6884
Item # PO76730
Item # ST8480
Item # PO54454
Item # GU3400
Item # PO54454
Item # GU3400
### Graham MegaMover Transport Units
The MegaMover is a flexible, efficient patient transport method designed to rescue patients in areas that are inaccessible to stretchers.
- 14 handholds
- 1,000 pound lift capacity
- Optional Powergrip handles for easy lifting

**Item # BS800**

### Graham Disposable Fitted Sheets
This fitted sheet line is designed to be an efficient, dependable solution to dressing a stretcher between patient transports.
- Elastic corners prevent slippage; sheet does not move when patient moves
- PowerFit Sheets are designed to fit larger mattresses
- SnugFit Barrier Fitted Stretcher Sheets are made of nonwoven/polypropylene with a polyethylene backing

**Item # BS4547**

### Graham InstaKit Disposable Bedding Kit
All necessary stretcher bedding is ready at your fingertips in these convenient InstaKit Disposable Bedding Kits.

Each kit contains one of the following:
- SnugFit EMS fitted stretcher sheet
- Absorbent underpad
- Tissue/Poly/Tissue drape and pillowcase

**Item # BS0983**

### SAM Splint
SAM Splint is lightweight, flexible, and requires only wrap or tape to provide the necessary strength to support any fractured or injured limb.
- Waterproof
- Malleable Polyvinyl/Aluminum construction
- X-ray compatible

**Item # SS9200**

---

Visit Life-Assist.com for more products, sizes and accessories.
Immobilization & Patient Transport

Ferno KED Extrication Device
The horizontal flexibility of the Ferno KED extrication device allows application in confined areas and stabilizes the body position, while providing firm support for the spine, neck and head.
- Color-coded sewn-in securing straps
- Built-in handles for firm grip on the KED
- Comes complete with carrying case

Slishman Compact Traction Splint
The new Compact Slishman Traction splint fits easily into backpacks or confined spaces and provides the same mechanical advantage internal pulley to provide precise femoral traction as the original Slishman Traction Splint.
- Can be applied in cases of lower leg/foot amputation
- Weighs less than 13 ounces, 13” x 3” in carry case
- One size fits small children to large adults

LSP/Allied Pediatric Immobilization Board
This versatile system allows easy immobilization of a child with spinal injuries or just in need of restraint.
- Split leg strapping design allows each leg to be treated separately
- Built in arm/wrist restraints and ankle straps
- X-ray compatible

Taylor TitanPC Soft Stretcher
The Taylor TitanPC Soft Stretcher is a durable patient transport device designed to access areas that a standard stretcher cannot. Its compact, lightweight design makes for easy storage while the 14 handholds and a 1,500-pound lift capacity makes extracting patients in tight spaces efficient and cost effective. Backboard NOT included.

Item # BS4381-WHT TitanPC, White
Item # BS4382-ORG TitanPCX, Orange

FASPLINT Semi-Disposable Vacuum Splints
This semi-disposable vacuum splint provides secure immobilization without circumferential pressure, eliminating the potential for vessel and nerve damage.
- Evacuation time for the splint is less than 8 seconds
- Quality vinyl provides excellent patient comfort and makes the splint easy to form, even in cold temperatures
- Bright safety orange color is easy to spot, even at night

Emergency Child Restraint
Three colored-coded, integrated, fully adjustable and ergonomically designed harnesses safely transport children of any size and shape from 4 to 110 lbs.
- Crash tested
- Biosafe straps and webbing to aid in cleaning
- Includes 4 cot-straps that are adaptable to any stretcher

Slishman Compact Traction Splint
The new Compact Slishman Traction splint fits easily into backpacks or confined spaces and provides the same mechanical advantage internal pulley to provide precise femoral traction as the original Slishman Traction Splint.
- Can be applied in cases of lower leg/foot amputation
- Weighs less than 13 ounces, 13” x 3” in carry case
- One size fits small children to large adults

Xcollar PLUS Cervical Splint
This unique cervical splint stand-alone provides better immobilization than conventional c-collars with head blocks and backboard combined.
- Easy, one rescuer application in under 30 seconds
- Avoids blood flow restriction to and from the brain
- Includes an adjustable Head Restraint System (HRS) (one per unit)

Taylor TitanPC Soft Stretcher Benefits
- Compact, light and fluid impervious
- 14 handholds for group lifting
- 1,500-pound weight capacity
- Optional backboard pockets with the Titan PCX

Item # SW101
Item # SW484
Item # SW1001
Item # CX130PLUS
Item # SP90010
Item # SW101
**Taylor SureFit G-Force Fitted Sheets**
Taylor’s G-Force Fitted Sheets are designed specifically for the Stryker XPS and Ferno Power X1 mattresses.
- Mattress and patient protected against cross-contamination
- Disposable and fluid resistant
- Special color coded lift capacity system:
  - Green - 250 lbs
  - Gray - 300 lbs
  - Blue - 400 lbs

**Item # BS903691**

**Taylor SureFit G-Force Linen Kits**
Taylor’s Surefit G-Force medical bed sheets, designed to aid in patient transfers, fit the unique mattress design of Stryker X and Ferno Power X1 mattresses.
- Kit comes with a SureFit fitted sheet, flat sheet, pillow case, and components
- Protects patient and mattress from cross-contamination
- Disposable and fluid resistant

**Item # GFRC7010**

**Taylor Titan Chair**
The Taylor Titan Chair is designed for EMS situations that require a compact, lightweight transport device to navigate confined spaces.
- 375-pound carrying capacity
- Disposable, Fluid impervious material
- 8 handholds allow first responders to transport patients quickly and safely in areas where standard stretchers cannot access

**Item # BS4383**

**Reeves Flexible Stretcher**
Constructed with lightweight polyester, and supported by five removeable hardwood slats, the Flexible Stretcher manages difficult, tight spaces with ease.
- Fluid resistant with 3 patient security straps
- Weighs only 18oz
- Vinyl-coated, easily washed with soap and water

**Item # SW3101**
Cases, Bags & Kits

Stat Packs G3 Responder 4 Cell EMS Pack
The unique design of these bags keeps your shoulder straps off the ground when you’re accessing contents. Internal Cells stack neatly and securely in many different configurations.
- Box and compact with ergonomic hauling
- Aluminum track creates bomb proof secure point for shoulder straps, allowing comfortable transport of most emergency medical equipment
- Dimensions: 28.5 x 17 x 7 in, Weight: 6 lbs

Pelican EMS Equipment Cases
With padded dividers and adjustable walls for customizing compartments to any size - these cases provide extra protection and inventory management.
- Watertight, crushproof, and dust proof
- Multi layer lid organizer with numerous clean pockets - find everything right away
- Lid organizer clear cover with Velcro® fasteners - keep supplies in place during transport

Stat Packs G3 Tidal Volume Oxygen Pack
This emergency oxygen pack securely holds a regular or Jumbo D size oxygen cylinder and accommodates an oxygen module, with multiple pockets for breathing equipment.
- Pockets can hold tubes, masks, BVM’s and extra regulators
- Weight: 3.5 lbs
- Dimensions: 22 x 8 x 10 in

Emergency Great Capacity Bag
The robust, expandable and durable Emergency Great Capacity Bag was designed with functionality in mind for first responders that need to get to supplies quickly.
- Waterproof tarpaulin base
- Reinforced handles and shoulder straps
- Dimensions: 21.6 x 12.4 x 13 in

Item # FS35000
Item # FS35002
Item # FS1326
Item # FB1550EMS
**Meret V.E.R.S.A. PRO X Bag**
The V.E.R.S.A. PRO X is the most versatile emergency response pack ever created with Infection Control and optional M4L Ballistic Armored Protection.
- ICC version constructed from wipe-clean infection control materials both internally and externally
- TS2 Ready hideaway zippers for 2 optional side TS2 Ready modules
- Fully concealable backpack harness system for rapid deployment

**Meret Recover PRO X Response Bag**
The RECOVER PRO X O2 response bag is designed to help you rapidly and proficiently deploy medical oxygen in any environment.
- Infection Control Complete (ICC) versions constructed from wipe-clean infection control materials internally and externally
- Dimensions: 16.5 (at bottom) 11 (at top) x 26 x 7.75 in
- Weight: 7 lbs 7oz

**Meret OMNI PRO X Bag**
The OMNI PRO X is the perfect BLS/ ALS Emergency Response System for the first responder who wants an organized solution for their equipment with optional M4L Ballistic Armored Protection.
- Infection Control Complete (ICC) versions constructed internally and externally from non-absorbing wipe-clean materials designed specifically to easily clean and remove blood borne pathogens
- Dimensions: 15 x 22 x 9.5 in

**PAX Pediatric Emergency Bag**
To meet the challenges of pediatric emergencies, PAX has created a specialized Pediatric Trauma Bag, which includes color-coded inner pouches to easily store & organize equipment according to the different body sizes/weights.
- Compact design
- Fully reinforced and padded
- Dimensions: 13.8 x 23.2 x 10.2 in

**PAX Compact Oxygen Bag**
Featuring ample space and easy access to an oxygen cylinder, your critical supplies are within reach in moments with this bag.
- Product is fully reinforced and padded
- Accommodates up to D-size oxygen cylinder with two adjustable straps
- Multiple size options allows complete customization

**Meret Recover PRO X Response Bag**
The RECOVER PRO X O2 response bag is designed to help you rapidly and proficiently deploy medical oxygen in any environment.
- Infection Control Complete (ICC) versions constructed from wipe-clean infection control materials both internally and externally
- Dimensions: 16.5 (at bottom) 11 (at top) x 26 x 7.75 in
- Weight: 7 lbs 7oz

**Meret OMNI PRO X Bag**
The OMNI PRO X is the perfect BLS/ ALS Emergency Response System for the first responder who wants an organized solution for their equipment with optional M4L Ballistic Armored Protection.
- Infection Control Complete (ICC) versions constructed internally and externally from non-absorbing wipe-clean materials designed specifically to easily clean and remove blood borne pathogens
- Dimensions: 15 x 22 x 9.5 in

**PAX Pediatric Emergency Bag**
To meet the challenges of pediatric emergencies, PAX has created a specialized Pediatric Trauma Bag, which includes color-coded inner pouches to easily store & organize equipment according to the different body sizes/weights.
- Compact design
- Fully reinforced and padded
- Dimensions: 13.8 x 23.2 x 10.2 in

**Conterra Airway-Pro Pack**
This rugged airway pack from Conterra is built entirely of Conterra’s exclusive SI-TEX fabric — a totally fluid proof fabric that is over FIVE times stronger than the Cordura fabric used on other airway kits.
- Top flap of main compartment lined with Veltex fabric
- Accepts any of Conterra’s organizer pockets and elastic strip units
- Holds a “D” or “Jumbo D” cylinder, dimensions: 23 x 11 x 10 in

**PAX Wasserkuppe L ST FT2 Emergency Backpack**
The Wasserkuppe is customized to fit your department’s needs with a new design and materials that make it easier and more effective to disinfect.
- Reinforced riveted feet keep the backpack above dirt and fluids to help keep the contents clean and dry
- Reflective strips on 5 sides of backpack for additional safety
- Dimensions: 22.5 x 21 x 13 in

**PAX Compact Oxygen Bag**
Featuring ample space and easy access to an oxygen cylinder, your critical supplies are within reach in moments with this bag.
- Product is fully reinforced and padded
- Accommodates up to D-size oxygen cylinder with two adjustable straps
- Multiple size options allows complete customization

**PAX Wasserkuppe L ST FT2 Emergency Backpack**
The Wasserkuppe is customized to fit your department’s needs with a new design and materials that make it easier and more effective to disinfect.
- Reinforced riveted feet keep the backpack above dirt and fluids to help keep the contents clean and dry
- Reflective strips on 5 sides of backpack for additional safety
- Dimensions: 22.5 x 21 x 13 in
Iron Duck Breathsaver Plus Bag
The Breathsaver Plus is one of the most popular and versatile airway management bags on the market.
• Efficiently organizes tank, valve masks, airway adjuncts, hand-held suction and multiple trauma supplies
• Dimensions: 27 x 13 x 11 in

Iron Duck Ultra Backpack for AED, O2, Trauma
The ULTRA AED/O2/TRAUMA Backpack is a streamlined pack allowing easy transport of a portable defibrillator, oxygen and trauma supplies in the tight quarters common to urban emergency medical calls.
• Can be carried multiple ways using ergonomically designed backpack straps or side or top rubber molded handles
• Corners reinforced with high density plastic to improve wear
• 21.5 x 13 x 18.5 in

Siskiyou Burn Kit
Life-Assist’s exclusive SISKIYOU BURN KIT™ provides the necessary items for burn treatment in a slimline, easy to store zippered Endura nylon case.
• High quality durable case that keeps its contents dry and free of dust
• A handle is provided for carrying ease
• Dimensions: 19 (W) x 13 (H) in

Trauma Kit
Pre-stocked with commonly used first aid and trauma supplies, this roomy kit is the the best value for your money.
• Durable, easy to use and organize
• Dimensions: 21.6 x 12.4 x 13 in
• See complete content list on product page on website

Pelican Air 1465EMS Case
Weighing in at only 13.2 pounds (empty) and crushproof, the Pelican Air 1465EMS case minimizes strain while protecting vital medical supplies without weighing you down.
• Removable trays can be wiped down easily to keep sanitized
• Aluminum track creates bomb proof secure point for shoulder straps, allowing comfortable transport of most emergency medical equipment
• Dimensions: 28.5 x 17 x 7 in, Weight: 6 lbs

Obstretical Kit with Cap and Blanket
The OB Kit with Cap and Blanket offers all the essentials in one convenient kit.
• Includes APGAR scoring chart
• Outer bag serves as waste bag for easy cleanup
• See complete content list on product page on website

Conterra ALS Extreme Pack
The ALS Extreme pack is designed to meet the needs of EMTs and Paramedics who perform in severe environments such as skiing, rappelling, riding snowmobiles, or helitack insertions.
• Includes six zippered compartments, with a removable top pocket and a fold away suspension system
• Built entirely from cordura and high count Ballistic nylon
• Dimensions: 30 x 12 x 10.5 in

Pet Rescue Kit
Because heroes save pets’ lives too. Custom embroidered 1000D Cordura bag contains the following items:
• SurgiVet Anesthesia Masks - Five sizes, from small feline through large canine
• SurgiVet Recovery Oxygen Masks - Three sizes from feline to canine
• LSP Bag-Mask Resuscitators - One adult and one pediatric

Visit Life-Assist.com for more products, sizes and accessories.
Free Shipping! on orders over $100 within the Continental U.S.
### Cases, Bags & Kits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **StatPacks G3 Medslinger** | The Medslinger is the original EMT pack that doubles as a sports medicine pack.  
• Can be used as personal gear bag or medical equipment pack  
• Dimensions: 18.5 x 13 x 3 in  
• Weight: 2 lbs |
| **Fieldtex Oxygen Duffel** | This foam padded case comes with carry handles and an adjustable shoulder strap.  
• Includes padded flap to protect regulator  
• Large side pocket for masks, cannulas, etc.  
• Dimensions: 21.5 x 8.75 x 10 in |
| **Fieldtex EMT Fanny Pack** | The two large zippered compartments and flat outside pocket in these versatile EMT fanny packs provide enough space to pack the basics needed for an emergency situation, such as paramedic scissors, penlight, etc.  
• Transparent plastic pocket for identification card  
• Adjustable belt |
| **Fieldtex Urban Backpack** | This backpack features a main compartment with six clear color-coded removable zip pouches.  
• Two outside pockets each have eight elastic hold-downs  
• Adjustable padded straps and two leather carry handles  
• Dimensions: 20 x 11 x 8 in |
| **5.11 RUSH12 Backpack 2.0** | The RUSH12 is a high-performance tactical pack suitable for active duty, hunting and recreation, or grab-and-go.  
• Built from high strength, water-repellant 1050D nylon  
• Padded laptop sleeve and dual mesh pockets in main compartment  
• Rear hydration compartment |
| **Elite Emerairs Rescue Backpack** | This new infection control bag was developed using high quality tarpaulin materials prized for ease of cleaning and guaranteed repellency to water, body fluids and liquids in general.  
• Expansive and versatile large capacity first responder oxygen delivery bag  
• 2-year warranty for manufacturing defects  
• Dimensions: 11.8 x 22.2 x 9.25 in |

**Get to Know Us!**

**Capital Equipment Specialist**

**Jeff Smeenk**

As a former Paramedic Fire Captain with a 30-year career in the fire service, Jeff understands the product evaluation and procurement process. As our Capital Equipment Specialist, Jeff teams up with our Life-Assist account managers and vendor partners to make sure our customers have the support they need.

---

Visit Life-Assist.com for more products, sizes and accessories.

Free Shipping! on orders over $100 within the Continental U.S.
### IV Therapy & Pharmaceuticals

#### Sapphire Multi-Therapy Infusion Device
With unique patented technology, innovative design, and an intuitive touch screen, the Sapphire pump helps you deliver exceptional care.
- Effortless set-up, programming, and readability
- Intuitive user interface for quick, easy programming
- Flexible drug library editor provides hard/soft limits and up to 1,000 drug profiles

**Item #** IP16365

#### RX Destroyer
Meet DEA compliance regulations using the Rx Destroyer drug disposal system, which is the most comprehensive solution in preventing drug abuse, drug diversion, and stockpiling.
- No added water needed
- No battery changes
- No contracts required

**Item #** DW1616

#### SELEC-3 IV Administration Sets
The Selec-3 IV set provides three selectable drop settings, eliminating the need to carry different IV sets.
- 10, 15 and 60 drops/ml

**Item #** IV736102

#### SAM Intraosseous Access System
SAM IO is a manually operated intraosseous access system. Catheter placement is achieved by continuously actuating (repeatedly compressing) the driver’s trigger assembly while gently guiding needle assembly into position. Repeated, full trigger actuation creates rotational spin of the needle assembly which, when combined with gentle downward pressure, results in controlled IO placement. Once needle assembly is properly positioned, the stylet is removed to expose standard Luer-lock for extension set connection. With the extension set connected, aspiration verification, flushing and selected treatment(s) may commence.

**Item #** IO700 - IO Driver

#### BD Nexiva IV Closed Catheter System
The BD Nexiva IV closed catheter system with BD MaxZero Needle-Free Connector protects veins by preserving sites longer.
- Reduces manipulations with its integrated extension tubing and stabilization platform
- Dwells longer than open systems
- Preserves sites longer, helping patients get the medication they need as scheduled

**Item #** IT383531

#### Amsino AMSafe Sure-Lok with Extension Set
This male luer activated mechanical valve provides a high flow rate, low connection resistance, tight septum seal, smooth flat septum surface, clear fluid pathway and is metal free.
- Clear housing and septum - Provides a visual confirmation of fluid flush
- Improved flow rate - Fluid delivery at a rate >200 mL/minute
- Designed for easy connection & disconnection

**Item #** IV1083

#### Complete IV Start Kit
The complete IV start kit gives you everything you need to start an IV quickly. It includes:
- IV guard, tape, and rolled tourniquet
- 2 x 2 in gauze sponge
- Saline flush, 10mL
- 8 in extension set
- Alcohol prep pad

**Item #** IT8052

#### SAM Intraosseous Access System Benefits
- **TESTED FOR DURABILITY**
  - The SAM IO Driver is made of polycarbonate material, chosen for its durable characteristics; MILSTD 810G test methods were used to help provide durability for harsh environment use
- **FEATURED TECHNOLOGY**
  - SAM IO’s innovative design incorporates the patented multi-use manually operated driven, not relying on battery power for operation; the ergonomic driver design supports quick and intuitive application, while offering a tactile feel for needle placement
Narcotics Box with CompX eLock
The NARC iD inventory control system from COMPX utilizes custom programmed RFID tags and tamper evident capsules for complete chain of custody tracking.
- RFID tags tracked automatically — no user input needed
- Provides DEA compliance
- Audit trail identifies user, date, time of entry and narcotic consumed

MAD Mucosal Atomization Device
The MAD mucosal atomization device provides reliable atomization of topical solutions across the nasal and oropharyngeal mucous membranes.
- Safe and painless
- Nasal drug administration is quick and easy
- No sterile technique is required

Pharmaceuticals
Life-Assist offers an extensive selection of emergency medications at affordable prices. Save on emergency prefilled syringes, saline flush syringes, oral glucose products, aspirin, over the counter medications, IV solutions, medication disposal systems, and more.

We are DDA certified
This accreditation seeks to ensure that accredited facilities operate legitimately, are licensed in good standing, and are employing and displaying quality practices for safely storing, handling, and shipping prescription drugs and devices.

EMS Pharmaceuticals

Get to Know Us!
Senior Product Specialist
Forrest Uhland
Forrest will become a familiar face if you visit our online resource page. As a former paramedic, he draws on his field experience with a passion for teaching to deliver engaging and informative product demonstration videos filmed in our own Life-Assist studio.

IV Solutions
Controlled Substances
**DMS Rapid Response Kit**
This all-inclusive tool is built to triage, treat and make ready for transport any number of patients allowing departments to accommodate larger MCI.
- Self-contained, rolling rapid response kit
- All EMT3 position worksheets included
- Incident command worksheets for quick scene set-up

**DMS S.T.A.R.T. Triage Trainer Wheel**
The key to rapid triage is knowing when to stop. The wheel emphasizes these stopping points thereby greatly increasing the speed of triage.
- Easy Method of Learning S.T.A.R.T. Triage
- Simple Process of Elimination Method
- Triage Teaching App included (Scan the QR code on the wheel so you’re ready to start testing your skills)

**Conterra POW Response Pack**
The POW response pack was built with the first responder in mind, so nothing will “flip open,” causing issues during a call.
- Large zippers, water resistant Cordura, taped seams
- Main pocket includes multiple sleeves and stacked elastic for quick access to tourniquets, clotting agents, chest seals, etc.
- Wings of pack clearly labeled for triage

**Simulaids Rescue Randy**
Rescue Randy was developed for lifelike adult or juvenile victim handling, transportation, and extrication training.
- These manikins (5 ft 5 in) can be safely used in situations too hazardous or uncomfortable for human volunteers
- Made of durable vinyl with 4,100-lb. test plastic-coated cables
- Features include articulated joints, and weight distribution according to human weight distribution chart

**DMS Identification Flags**
These self-supporting flags ensure treatment area visibility in adverse conditions.
- Optimal visibility at a height of 82 in
- All-weather, fade-resistant nylon flags
- Stows down to: 6 x 6 x 29 in

**AmbuMan Advanced ALS Manikin**
The AmbuMan Advanced manikin is ideal for ALS and CPR training and is equipped with the unique Ambu Manikin Management Module, providing control, documentation and monitoring capabilities while CPR parameters and training events are documented into a report for debriefing.
- State-of-the-art integrated wireless technology
- Customizable training scenarios
- Real time performance feedback of compressions, ventilations

**SimRx Training Medications**
SimRx training medications are specifically designed to provide realistic simulation to increase student readiness.
- FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
- Does not contain any active medication

**Symbio Code Simulator**
Symbio Code Simulators are easy to use training tool for practicing defibrillation, external pacing, and arrhythmia recognition.
- Connect directly to defib/pacer for safe simulation of cardioversion and electrical capture
- Generates fibrillations, tachycardias, and bradycardias, as well as ST segment and T wave abnormalities
Rescue, Training & Operations

Laerdal Resusci Anne Simulator
The Resusci Anne Simulator has been designed for the unique training needs of emergency care in the pre-hospital environment.
- High-quality airway management with supraglottic airway devices
- Spontaneous breathing
- Live defibrillation and synchronized ECG

Laerdal SimMan ALS
SimMan ALS provides a mobile, durable solution that will meet the training needs of pre-hospital emergency care providers.
- Operated by SimPad PLUS or a LLEAP PC, the simulator responds to clinical interventions, instructor control, or pre-programmed scenarios for effective practice of diagnosis and treatment of a patient
- Used in clinically realistic environments, SimMan ALS can improve clinical skills, communication and teamwork through simulation

Laerdal Little Anne QCPR Manikin
Little Anne QCPR works with an Instructor application that allows you to monitor and coach up to six students at once, and a Learner app that lets students monitor their own performance.
- Real-time feedback on compressions and ventilations
- A summary with an overall score and improvement suggestions
- Details on compression release, depth and rate, ventilation volume, number of compressions/ventilations/cycles

Simulaids SMART STAT Basic with iPad
This affordable patient simulator takes ALS training into the students’ environment.
- Instructors can evaluate student knowledge, skill levels, and critical thinking abilities by utilizing the applications via an iPad®
- Functions in the lab and in the field for ascertaining diagnostic ability
- Student performance records can be transferred to a computer, and chronological scenario event logs can be printed

Advancing ALS Training through Simulation

SimMan® ALS
A mobile, durable solution that will meet the training needs and learning objectives of pre-hospital and in-hospital emergency care providers - from basic assessment to advanced life-support skills.
Compatible with the SimPad® PLUS System.

MegaCode™ Kelly
Designed for realistic training, MegaCode Kelly enables training on a wide variety of advanced lifesaving skills from the pre-hospital to critical care environments.
Compatible with the SimPad® PLUS System.

To learn more about Laerdal’s complete line of training solutions, contact your Life-Assist Representative at (800) 824-6016 or visit www.life-assist.com
Simulaids O.B. Manikin
Simulaids’ economical Obstetrical Manikin with pregnant belly, transparent overlays, and palpable fetus, was developed to provide realistic practice in delivery techniques.
- Comes complete with overlays and soft carrying bag
- An anatomically correct pelvic model with full term newborn and placenta to learn the procedure for emergency childbirth
- Disposable umbilical cords with clamps, easily replaceable extra vulva, and powder to make simulated blood

Simulaids DELUXE Casualty Simulation Kit
This new kit contains 7 bleeding wearable wounds and 15 types of moulage stick-on wounds.
- Packaged in a sturdy carry case, the kit also contains instructions
- Full line of accessories to create 70 individual wounds, plus use your make-up expertise to create realism in your evolutions

Brayden CPR Training Manikin
This manikin is the first ever to display visual flow of blood from the heart to the brain during CPR.
- Blood Circulation Indicators: lights change speed to reflect the blood flow in proportion to compression depth, aiding in visualizing the blood flow from the heart to the brain
- Compression Indicators: depending on the CPR quality, indicators will light partially or completely
- CPR Quality Indicators: these only light when the compression depth and speed coincide correctly with the given default value

Prestan Manikins Packs
Professional Family Pack CPR-AED Training Manikins with CPR Monitors. Includes 2 Adult, 1 Child, and 2 Infant Manikins with CPR Monitors, 20 Adult, 10 Child, and 20 Infant Face-Shield Lung Bags, and a Nylon Carrying Case.
- Realistic looking and acting manikin is more acceptable to both instructors and students
- Easy to carry and set up at training sites
- Easy-to-insert face shield lung bag speeds setup of the manikin

VendNovation Inventory Controlled Access Solution
VendNovation’s inventory controlled access solutions can help save time and money while also providing real-time transaction records and audit logs for total accountability.
- Customizable solutions
- Meets DEA and FDA requirements for storage and chain of custody
- Track by lot number and expiration date

Operative IQ
Operative IQ works with hundreds of organizations to repair their processes and manage medical supply inventory, assets, fleet, and narcotics, saving agencies hundreds of thousands of dollars in supply costs, maintenance costs, and vehicle downtime.
- Inventory and Asset Management
- Fleet Management
- Narcotics Tracking
- Service Desk
- RFID

Operative IQ
Software to Stay Service Ready
At Operative IQ, we are dedicated to helping you manage your entire operation and stay service ready.
https://www.life-assist.com/oiqmgt
For over 30 years we have been creating innovative products for emergency care providers like yourself that meet your specific needs. Our products are intuitive, easy-to-use, always reliable and built to last for years of dependable service. We have worked the streets and understand your challenges. Our ultimate goal is to make your job easier and safer.

Contact your Life-Assist representative to see first hand how these products can help you!